Detection of RNA viruses: current technologies and future perspectives.
RNA viruses constitute one of the major classes of pathogenic organisms causing human diseases, with varying degrees of severity. This review summarizes the conventional and emerging technologies that are available for the detection of these organisms. Cell culture-based techniques for viral detection have been popular since their inception and continue to be the gold standard against which all other techniques. Over many years, these techniques have undergone some radical changes, reducing the total time needed for detection and improving sensitivity, although even with their reliability and improved features they are being slowly replaced by nucleic acid-based technologies. These molecular detection techniques have revolutionized the area of viral detection by their high sensitivity, selectivity, and short detection time. The majority of nucleic acid-based techniques depend on amplifying viral RNA; however, there are some newer emerging techniques that detect viral RNA in live cells using various configurations of florescent probes. In addition, nucleic acid-based technology has made it possible for multiviral detection with either multiplex polymerase chain reaction assays or microarrays. Every technique described in this review has its own unique abilities, making them indispensable for viral detection. However, we believe that nucleic acid-based technologies will find widespread use after being standardized, limiting other technologies to very specific uses.